
Crisis Preparation 

It’s vital to condition our responses to survive threatening situations.  

There are three ways to mentally prepare for an attack or other crisis: 

The Right Attitude    --     Rehearsing a Crisis      --   Constructive Day-dreaming 

These will enable us to remain alert, be decisive, and have a planned, practiced response to 

increase the likelihood of survival and going home well, end of a shift. 

1. Control your attitude You have ability to mentally prepare yourself for a bad event

when it occurs at work, home, or in your community. Each day, you control how you’ll

respond to everything that comes your way. Your attitude controls 

your motivation and your motivation controls your performance. 

Your performance dictates whether or not you will be successful 

and productive. Who controls your attitude? Only you do. 

If you knew today that you’d be physically fighting for your life 

tomorrow, would it change how you’d prepare yourself today? Don’t wait for a bad thing 

to happen then blindly react to it. You have ability to mentally prepare for what your body 

may have to do and where it might have to go, to respond in a manner in which you’ll 

survive -- no matter what! 

Someone said, “Luck favors a prepared mind.” Whether or not you believe in luck, you 

need not rely solely on your physical strength or skill by just reacting to a crisis as it 

happens; instead, be mentally prepared to respond in ways you’ve planned and practiced 

in your mind. These mental repetitions will enhance the likelihood for you and those 

around you to survive and keep going. 

2. Crisis rehearsal is a simple concept which can save your life and perhaps the lives of

others. Its purpose is to reduce the mental shock and physical stress associated with critical

incidents -- by replacing those stresses with your planned response and

calmness which come from knowing what you’ll do.

If you don’t plan for the worst possible scenario, you won’t be 

prepared for it. When you do plan, you’ll be prepared and capable. 

Don’t wait to “practice” at a crisis; practice prior to any event in order 

to increase your chance to succeed and survive.  

Often, staff practice “if” thinking, meaning, “if some crisis happens, then I’ll do this.” 

Unfortunately, this can generate a wrong attitude that if something could happen, it may 

also never happen. Instead, it’s vital to regularly practice “when” thinking: to assume that a 

critical incident will happen at some point – it’s when, not if. With that attitude, it’s logical 

to prepare a planned and practiced response. There’s no denial, just facts. When bad 

things happen, your alert and decisive training means you’ll be ready to respond 

effectively.        (more…) 



3. Constructive day-dreaming  We all day-dream, so why not

practice “constructive day-dreaming?” The best way to ensure

survival is to train for it – preparing your mind for what your body

must do. Constructive, detailed day-dreaming of a crisis and your

response (your rehearsal), apply techniques and tactics – physical

and verbal to each scenario. These will enable you to survive

emotionally and physically.

• In your mind, place yourself at your post -- tier, receiving, or movement area.

• Choose a crisis scenario and circumstances that relate to your job.

• First plan, then mentally practice using effective verbal communication and physical

tactics to deal with the crisis.

• Perhaps physically move through your planned response.

• It can be very useful to discuss and even role-play such scenarios with fellow officers.

• Tell yourself you will survive and remain in control.

• Practice anxiety-reducing breathing: inhale slowly through your nose then exhale slowly

out through your mouth. This simple technique brings your heart rate 

down, minimizes apprehension, and increases mental clarity, adding your 

calmness and control.  And when you are in control those around you are 

more likely to stay calm and in control, too.  

• Importantly, always practice and visualize/day-dream that you are winning and

surviving.

Ask yourself these questions 

• How well do I handle uncomfortable situations?

• Do I have the will to keep fighting when physically

confronted by an inmate?

• Can I communicate clearly under stress?

• Can I give direction when confronted by a violent

subject?

• Can I choose the appropriate force option under stress?

Only you know the answers for yourself. No matter how great of shape you think you’re in,

you’ll tire quickly. Always remember to be effective from the beginning and disengage to

safety when given the opportunity. Your safety is number one, always!

Pray up  before, during, and after shifts. 

Ask God for a “sober spirit and alertness -- because your adversary the devil prowls around 

like a roaring lion, seeking someone to devour.” (1 Peter 5:8) 
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